**[Chanson d'automne]**  William Sheller

**Language:** French  
**Category of work:** Musical work  
**Date:** 2004  
**Note:** Paroles du compositeur  
**Grouping notice:** No

### Editions of [Chanson d'automne] (1 resources in data.bnf.fr)

#### Scores (1)


### Persons and organizations related to [Chanson d'automne] (3 resources in data.bnf.fr)

#### Arranger (1)

| Bruno Berthelat |

data.bnf.fr
Composer (1)

William Sheller

Lyricist (1)

William Sheller

See also (3 resources in data.bnf.fr)

In BnF (1)
Equivalent record in Catalogue général

On the Web (2)
Equivalent record in FEVIS
Equivalent record in VIAF